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1 Introduction
The traditional production and manufacturing process is to decompose the products 
according to the workpiece and make them by the manufacturing-before-assembly 
method [1–3]. While flow-shop is adopted for large quantities of the same products, 
Job-shop is adopted for multi-variety and small-batch products. Therefore, the corre-
sponding pure machining scheduling and pure assembly scheduling have been deeply 
studied. Sya et  al. [4] solved scheduling problem with genetic algorithm, Huang et  al. 
[5] and Shen et al. [6] applied neural network to solve scheduling problem, Swlab et al. 
[7] solved scheduling problem with simulated annealing method, Mathlouthi et al. [8] 
applied Tabu search method to solve scheduling problem, and Wu et al. [9] and Anghi-
nolfi et al. [10] solved scheduling problem with heuristic algorithm.
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With the increase in the social demand for personalized products, more and more 
attention is paid to the production mode of multi-variety and small batches. For 
multi-variety and small batch products, especially complex single products with tree 
structure, if the mode of manufacturing-before-assembly is adopted, the parallel 
processing relationship between product processing and assembly will be separated 
inevitably and will affect the manufacturing efficiency of the product. Therefore, Xie 
et  al. [11, 12] proposed a complex single-product comprehensive scheduling algo-
rithm for processing and assembly at the same time.

In the actual production of assembly manufacturing enterprises, there is a situa-
tion that a single process needs multiple devices to process together. For example, 
it needs two devices to hold and one welding device to weld when welding two large 
parts together. That means the welding process needs three devices to complete one 
process. Therefore, it is necessary to solve the integrated scheduling problem that 
a single complex product needs multiple equipment to complete a single special 
process.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Second section shows the problem 
description and analysis. Third section discusses the strategy design. The optimiza-
tion algorithm is proposed in fourth section. Fifth section shows the case analysis. 
Sixth section shows experimental comparison and analysis. Seventh section con-
cludes the paper with summary.

2  Problem description and analysis
The process tree of complex products is a tree-like structure established according 
to the restriction relationship between processes of the product. The nodes in the 
process tree represent the process of the product, the directed edges in the process 
tree represent the partial order relation of the process order, and the root node in 
the process tree denotes the final step of the product. It indicates that the product is 
finished when the root process comes to an end. When multi-device processes exist 
in the process set, the complex single-product scheduling problem must satisfy the 
following six constraints simultaneously and minimize the total processing time of 
the product.

(1) Each process must strictly comply with the partial order relationship agreed in the 
process tree;

(2) Each device can only process one procedure at any time, and the processing pro-
cess cannot be interrupted;

(3) Devices with the same functionality do not exist on the device set;
(4) In the process set, there are multi-device-processes which are jointly processed by 

multiple related devices;
(5) Each process must wait for the completion of all the process tree pre-process and 

device pre-process before processing;
(6) The difference between the finishing time of the latest processing procedure and 

the beginning time of the earliest processing procedure is the total processing time 
of the product.
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3  Strategy design
The strategy design in this paper is based on the scheduling results of MISATPS. On this 
basis, several new product scheduling schemes are generated by using the interchange 
strategy and the interchange adjustment strategy of multi-device adjacent parallel pro-
cess, and select the scheduling scheme with the best scheduling result.

The interchange strategy and the interchange adjustment strategy of multi-device 
adjacent parallel process are introduced, respectively.

3.1  The interchange strategy of multi‑device adjacent parallel process

This strategy will look for adjacent parallel processes on each processing device, since 
the problem studied in this paper is the integrated scheduling problem involving multi-
device-process, the parallel process will be divided into two kinds, namely common pro-
cess and multi-device-process.

Therefore, the following four situations need to be discussed in the adjacent parallel 
processes:

(1) Situation 1: Both the pre-tightening and post-tightening processes are common pro-
cesses

Assume that in the current parallel adjacent processes in the same device, the pre-
tightening process is process A, and the post-tightening process is process B. They are all 
common processes.

As shown in Fig.  1, first cancel the scheduling of process A and then reschedule B, 
compare the maximum finishing time of all processes of process B in the pre-tightening 
process set in the process tree with the finishing time of the pre-tightening process on its 
device, the maximum value is set as the processing start time of process B. Then process 
A is rescheduled, and the finishing time of process B is taken as the starting time of pro-
cess A.

(2) Situation 2: Pre-tightening processes are common processes, and post-tightening 
processes are multi-device-processes

Assume that in the current parallel adjacent processes in the same device, the pre-
tightening process is process A which is common process, and the post-tighten-
ing process is process B which is multi-device-process and contains several parallel 
sub-processes.

As shown in Fig.  2, first cancel the scheduling of process A and then reschedule B, 
compare the maximum finishing time of all processes in the pre-tightening process set 
of each parallel sub-process included in process B in its process tree and the finishing 
time of the pre-tightening process on its device, respectively. The maximum of all the 
above times is set as the processing start time of process B. Then process A is resched-
uled, and the finishing time of process B is taken as the starting time of process A.

(3) Situation 3: The pre-tightening process is multi-device process, and the post-tighten-
ing process is common processes
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Assume that in the current parallel adjacent processes in the same device, the pre-
tightening process is process B, it is multi-device-process and contains several paral-
lel sub-processes, the post-tightening process is process A, it is common process.

As shown in Fig.  3, first of all, cancel the scheduling of all parallel sub-processes 
contained in process B. Then process A is rescheduled, compare the maximum finish-
ing time of all processes in the pre-tightening process set of process A in the process-
ing process tree with the finishing time of the pre-tightening process set of process A 
on its processing device.

The maximum of all the above times is set as the processing start time of process A. 
Then process B is rescheduled, the finishing time of process A is, respectively, taken 
as the starting time of each parallel sub-process in process B.

(4) Situation 4: Both the pre-tightening and post-tightening processes are multi-device-
processes
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of situation 1: This figure is the schematic diagram of the interchange when the 
pre- and post-tightening processes are common processes. First cancel the scheduling of process A and 
then reschedule B, compare the maximum finishing time of all processes of process B in the pre-tightening 
process set in the process tree with the finishing time of the pre-tightening process on its device, the 
maximum value is set as the processing start time of process B. Then process A is rescheduled, and the 
finishing time of process B is taken as the starting time of process A 
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Assume that in the current parallel adjacent processes in the same device, the pre-
tightening process is process B, and the post-tightening process is process A. They are all 
multi-device-processes and contain several parallel sub-processes.

As shown in Fig. 4, cancel the scheduling of all parallel sub-processes contained in pro-
cess B. Then process A is rescheduled, compare the maximum finishing time of all pro-
cesses in the pre-tightening process set of each parallel sub-process included in process 
A in its process tree and the finishing time of the pre-tightening process on its device, 
respectively. The maximum of all the above times is set as the processing start time of 
process A. Then process B is rescheduled, the finishing time of process A is, respectively, 
taken as the starting time of each parallel sub-process in process B.

The steps of this strategy are as follows:
Step 1. Assume that in the current parallel adjacent processes in the same device, the 

pre-tightening process is process A, and the post-tightening process is process B;
Step 2. Determine whether the pre-tightening process A is a common process; if true, 

go to step 3, otherwise go to step 4;
Step 3. Cancel the scheduling of process A, then go to Step 5;
Step 4. Cancels the scheduling of all parallel sub-processes contained in process A;
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of situation 2: This figure is the schematic diagram of the interchange when the 
pre-tightening process is a common process and the post-tightening process is a multi-device process. 
First cancel the scheduling of process A and then reschedule B, compare the maximum finishing time of all 
processes in the pre-tightening process set of each parallel sub-process included in process B in its process 
tree and the finishing time of the pre-tightening process on its device, respectively. The maximum of all the 
above times is set as the processing start time of process B. Then process A is rescheduled, and the finishing 
time of process B is taken as the starting time of process A
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Step 5. Determine whether the post-tightening process B is a common process, go to 
step 6, otherwise go to step 7;

Step 6. Rescheduling Process B, compare the maximum finishing time of all processes 
in the pre-tightening process set of process B in the process tree with the finishing time 
of the pre-tightening process set of process B on its device, The maximum of all the 
above times is set as the processing start time of process B;

Step 7. Rescheduling Process B, compare the maximum finishing time of all processes 
in the pre-process set of process B in the process tree with the finishing time of the pre-
tightening process set of each parallel sub-process included in the process B on their 
device, the maximum of all the above times is set as the processing start time of process 
B;

Step 8. Determine whether the pre-tightening process A is a common process; if true, 
go to step 9, otherwise go to step 10;

Step 9. Take the finishing time of process B as the starting time of process A, go to step 
11;

Step 10. The finishing time of process B is, respectively, taken as the starting time of 
each parallel sub-process in process A;

Step 11. End.
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of situation 3: This figure is the schematic diagram of the interchange when the 
pre-tightening process is a multi-device process and the post-tightening process is a common process. 
First of all, cancel the scheduling of all parallel sub-processes contained in process B. Then process A is 
rescheduled, compare the maximum finishing time of all processes in the pre-tightening process set of 
process A in the processing process tree with the finishing time of the pre-tightening process set of process 
A on its processing device; the maximum of all the above times is set as the processing start time of process 
A. Then process B is rescheduled, and the finishing time of process A is, respectively, taken as the starting 
time of each parallel sub-process in process B
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The implementation process of Multi-device adjacent parallel process interchange 
strategy is shown in Fig. 5.

3.2  Multi‑device adjacent parallel process interchange adjustment strategy

According to the analysis in Sect. 3.1, the interchange process is divided into two kinds: 
common process and multi-device process.

In the interchange process, the post-tightint process P will be changed to the front, the 
processing start time is earlier,

Therefore, the scheduling of post-tightening process P may advance the processing 
time of post-tightening process in its process tree and post-tightening process of device.

At the same time, the tight pre-process F will shift to the back and the he processing 
start time will be delayed, which may affect other processes. The influence mentioned 
here means that the rescheduling of the previous process will result in overlapping time 
with the scheduling of the subsequent processes and making the processing scheme 
unfeasible. It is necessary to adjust the affected subsequent processes.

Rescheduling the post-tightint process P can be divided into two situations:

(1) Process P is common process
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of situation 4: This figure is the schematic diagram of the interchange when 
the pre- and post-tightening processes are multi-device processes. Cancel the scheduling of all parallel 
sub-processes contained in process B. Then process A is rescheduled, compare the maximum finishing time 
of all processes in the pre-tightening process set of each parallel sub-process included in process A in its 
process tree and the finishing time of the pre-tightening process on its device, respectively. The maximum 
of all the above times is set as the processing start time of process A. Then process B is rescheduled, and the 
finishing time of process A is, respectively, taken as the starting time of each parallel sub-process in process B
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If the adjustment process is a common process, the processes affected are divided 
into two categories: One is the post-tightening process in the process tree; the other is 
the post-tightening process in the processing device. It is necessary to check whether 
the processing time of these two types of processes needs to be advanced.

(2) Process P is multi-device-process

If the process is adjusted to a multi-device process, the number of parallel sub-pro-
cesses contained in the process is first determined, then check the post-tightening 
process in the process tree and the post-tightening process of processing device of 
each parallel sub-process, determine whether the processing time of these two kinds 
of processes needs to be advanced.

The methods to advance the processing time of the above processes are as follows:

(1) For the common process

Start

Assume that in the current parallel adjacent processes in 
the same device, the pre-tightening process is process A,

and the post-tightening process is process B

Cancel the scheduling of process A
Cancels the scheduling of all parallel sub-

processes contained in process A

whether the pre-tightening process 
A is a common proces

NY

compare the maximum finishing time of all processes in 
the pre-tightening process set of process B in the process
tree with the finishing time of the pre-tightening process 
set of process B on its device

compare the maximum finishing time of all processes in the 
pre-process set of  process B in the process tree with the
finishing time of the pre-tightening process set of each
parallel sub-process included in the process B on their 

device

whether the post-tightening process 
B is a common process

NY

The maximum of all the above times is set as the 
processing start time of process B

Take the finishing time of process B as the 
starting time of process A

The finishing time of process B is respectively taken as 
the starting time of each parallel sub-process in process A

whether the pre-tightening process 
A is a common proces

NY

End

Fig. 5 Algorithm flowchart of multi-device adjacent parallel process interchange strategy: This figure shows 
the algorithm flowchart of multi-device adjacent parallel process interchange strategy
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Starting from the rescheduling end time of process P, the first available time point 
was found to be the starting time of the post-tightening of process P in the process 
tree, taking the end time of process P rescheduling as the starting time of the post-
tightening of process P in its device.

(2) For the multi-device-process

Starting from the rescheduling end time of process P, the first available time point 
on each device is found as the starting time of the post-tightening process in process 
tree of process P. The end time of process P rescheduling is taken as the start time of 
post-tightening process on the device.

Rescheduling the pre-tightint process F can be divided into two situations:

(1) Process F is common process

If the adjustment process is a common process, there are two kinds of processes 
affected. One is the post-tightening process in the process tree; the other is the post-
tightening process in the processing device. The two kinds of processes need to be 
inspected, respectively, to determine whether they are affected.

(2) Process F is multi-device-process

When the adjustment process is a multi-device process, the parallel sub processes 
should be determined first. Then, check the next process of F in the process tree and 
the post-process of each parallel sub process in its processing device to determine 
whether it is affected. If it is affected, reschedule it.

The above-mentioned processes involved in the adjustment are divided into two 
situations:

(1) For the common process

For the post-processing process in the process tree of F, set its processing start 
time as the maximum of the processing end time of the pre-tightening process on the 
device and the processing end time of process F in the current scheme, for the post-
tightening process on the device, its processing start time is set as the processing end 
time of the process F.

(2) For the multi-device-process

Due to the multi-device-process includes several parallel sub-processes, adjust the 
post-tightening process of process F in the process tree to ensure that the starting 
time of each sub-process is consistent. Calculate the finishing time of process F and 
the finishing time of the pre-processing process of each sub-process on its process-
ing device in the current scheme, respectively. Then, the maximum value is set as the 
processing start time of the multi-device process. For the post-tightening process on 
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the device, the finishing time of process F is set as the starting time of each parallel 
sub-process contained in it.

In addition, the adjustment of the above processes may affect other processes, and 
then the adjustment will affect their subsequent processes. It is necessary to check all the 
processes that may be affected in turn until all the affected processes are adjusted, and 
finally generate the scheduling scheme.

The implementation of this policy relies on the queue data structure, first set up the 
adjustment process queue. Initially, the pre-tightening and post-tightening processes 
that need to be interchanged are separately queued, and then determine whether the 
process is a common process or a multi-device-process. If it is a common process, then 
judge whether the post-tightening process in its process tree and the post-tightening 
process of the same device are affected, as shown in Fig. 6a. If so, adjust them separately 
and put them into the queue so as to check and adjust the subsequent sequence pro-
cesses affected by them;

If it is a multi-device-process, then judge whether the post-tightening process in its 
process tree and the post-tightening process of each parallel sub-process on their device 
are affected, as shown in Fig.  6b. If so, adjust them separately and put them into the 
queue so as to check and adjust the subsequent sequence processes affected by them.

The steps of this strategy are as follows:
Step 1. Adjacent interchange processes on the same device are, respectively, added to 

the adjustment queue;

a b

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of multi-device adjacent parallel process interchange adjustment strategy: 
the adjustment of the above processes may affect other processes, and then the adjustment will affect 
their subsequent processes, so it is necessary to check all the processes that may be affected in turn until 
all the affected processes are adjusted, and finally generate the scheduling scheme. The implementation 
of this policy relies on the queue data structure, first set up the adjustment process queue. Initially, the 
pre-tightening and post-tightening processes that need to be interchanged are separately queued, and then 
determine whether the process is a common process or a multi-device-process. If it is a common process, 
then judge whether the post-tightening process in its process tree and the post-tightening process of the 
same device are affected, as shown in (a). If so, adjust them separately and put them into the queue so as 
to check and adjust the subsequent sequence processes affected by them. If it is a multi-device-process, 
then judge whether the post-tightening process in its process tree and the post-tightening process of each 
parallel sub-process on their device are affected, as shown in (b). If so, adjust them separately and put them 
into the queue so as to check and adjust the subsequent sequence processes affected by them
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Step 2. The adjustment queue is queued and the result is stored in P;
Step 3. Judge whether P is empty; if not, go to step 4, otherwise go to step 32;
Step 4. Determine whether P is a common process; if it is, go to step 5; otherwise, 

go to step 18;
Step 5. Judge whether P is processed in advance; if it goes to step 6, otherwise, go to 

step 12;
Step 6. Look for the post-tightening process FT of P in the process tree; if any, go to 

step 7, otherwise go to step 9;
Step 7. Taking the end time of process P rescheduling as the starting point, the first 

available time point was found as the starting time of process FT;
Step 8. Add process FT into the adjustment queue; if it is a multi-device-process, 

then add each parallel sub-procedure into the adjustment queue in turn;
Step 9. Look for the post-tightening process TD of P on the device; if any, go to step 

10, otherwise go to step 12;
Step 10. Taking the end time of process P rescheduling as the starting point, the 

first available time point was found as the starting time of process TD;
Step 11. Add process TD into the adjustment queue; if it is a multi-device-process, 

then add each parallel sub-process into the adjustment queue in turn, go to step 2;
Step 12. Look for the post-tightening process AT of P in the process tree; if any, go 

to step 13, otherwise go to step 15;
Step 13. The maximum value of the finishing time of pre-tightening process of AT 

and the finishing time of process P is set as the starting time of process AT;
Step 14. Add process AT into the adjustment queue; if it is a multi-device-process, 

then add each parallel sub-process into the adjustment queue in turn;
Step 15. Look for the post-tightening process AD of P on the device; if any, go to 

step 16, otherwise go to step 18;
Step 16. The finishing time of the current process is set as the processing start time 

of AD process;
Step 17. Add process AD into the adjustment queue; if it is a multi-device-process, 

then add each parallel sub-process into the adjustment queue in turn, go to step 2;
Step 18. Judge whether P is processed in advance; if it is, go to step 19; otherwise, go 

to step 25;
Step 19. Look for the post-tightening process MFT of P in the process tree; if any, go 

to step 20, otherwise go to step 22;
Step 20. Taking the end time of process P rescheduling as the starting point, the 

first available time point was found as the starting time of process MFT;
Step 21. Add process MFT into the adjustment queue; if it is a multi-device-process, 

then add each parallel sub-process into the adjustment queue in turn;
Step 22. Look for the post-tightening processes on the device of each parallel sub-

process included in the process P, and store it in MFD[]; if any, go to step 23, other-
wise go to step 25;

Step 23. The finishing time of each parallel sub-process in procedure P is taken as 
the starting time of each process in its corresponding process MFD[];
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Step 24. Add each process in MFD[] to the adjustment queue; if one of the process is a 
multi-device procedure, it is necessary to add each parallel sub-process into the adjust-
ment queue successively, go to step 2;

Step 25. Look for the post-tightening process MAT of P in the process tree; if any, go to 
step 26, otherwise go to step 28;

Step 26. Calculate the finishing time of the pre-processing process on the device and 
the finishing time of the pre-processing process in the process tree of each parallel sub-
process, respectively. Then, the maximum value is set as the start time of MAT;

Step 27. Add process MAT into the adjustment queue; if it is a multi-device-process, 
then add each parallel sub-process into the adjustment queue in turn;

Step 28. Look for the post-tightening processes on the device of each parallel sub-pro-
cess included in the process P, and store it in MAD[]; if any, go to step 29, otherwise go 
to step 31;

Step 29. The finishing time of each parallel sub-process in procedure P is taken as the 
starting time of each process in its corresponding process MAD[];

Step 30. Add each process in MAD[] to the adjustment queue; if one of the process is a 
multi-device procedure, it is necessary to add each parallel sub-process into the adjust-
ment queue successively;

Step 31. Go to step 2;
Step 32. End the adjustment, calculate the total processing time of the current scheme, 

exit.
The implementation process of multi-device adjacent parallel process interchange 

adjustment strategy is shown in Fig. 7.

4  Algorithm design
The steps of the proposed algorithm are as follows:

Step 1. The basic scheduling scheme is developed by using multi-devices-process inte-
grated scheduling algorithm with time-selective strategy for process sequence;

Step 2. Assume that the number of processing device is M;
Step 3. k = 1;
Step 4. Determine k <  = M; if it is established, go to step 5; if it is not established, go to 

step 14;
Step 5. Assume that the number of device k is Nk;
Step 6. i = 1;
Step 7. Determine i < Nk; if it is established, go to step 8; if it is not established, go to 

step 13;
Step 8. Determine whether the i process and i + 1 process are parallel processes; if so, 

go to 9, not go to step 12;
Step 9. Start the multi-device adjacent parallel process interchange strategy, and inter-

change the i process with the i + 1 process;
Step 10. Start the multi-device adjacent parallel process interchange adjustment strat-

egy, and adjust the process affected by the step 9;
Step 11. Generate a new product scheduling scheme and add it to the product sched-

uling set;
Step 12. i++, go to step 7;
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Step 13. k++, go to step 4;
Step 14. The total processing time of each product scheduling scheme in the prod-

uct scheduling scheme set is calculated, respectively;
Step 15. The scheme with minimum processing time was selected as the final sched-

uling scheme of the product;
Step 16. Outputs the Gantt chart of scheduling results;
Step 17. End.
The implementation process of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7 Flowchart of multi-device adjacent parallel process interchange adjustment strategy: This figure 
shows the implementation process of multi-device adjacent parallel process interchange adjustment 
strategy
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5  The case analysis
In order to facilitate readers to understand the algorithm, the following through the 
example analysis. Product P is shown in Fig.  9, where each processing node repre-
sents one processing procedure, which can be divided into common procedure and 

Fig. 8 Algorithm flowchart of this paper: This figure shows algorithm flowchart of this paper
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multi-device procedure. For example, P1/M1/10 means that the procedure is named 
P1 and processed on device M1, which is a common procedure with a processing 
duration of 10; P2/M1M2/20, which means that the process name is P2, and it is a 
multi-device process, which needs to be processed on device M1 and M2 at the same 
time, and the processing time is 20. According to the algorithm proposed in the litera-
ture [13], the total processing time of product P is 265, and its scheduling Gantt chart 
is shown in Fig. 10. Meanwhile, according to the algorithm proposed in this paper, the 
scheduling process of product P is shown in Table 1, and the total processing time of 
product P is 260, and the final product P scheduling Gantt chart is shown in Fig. 11.

P28/M1/20P28/M1/20

P26/M4/20P26/M4/20 P27/M2/15P27/M2/15

P25/M1M4/20P24/M3/20P24/M3/20P21/M3/15P21/M3/15 P23/M1M2M4/30

P16/M3/20P16/M3/20 P17/M2M4/20

P22/M1/15P22/M1/15

P10/M2/25P10/M2/25 P11/M4/20P11/M4/20

P18/M3/25P18/M3/25

P12/M4/15P12/M4/15 P13/M2M4/30

P7/M1/15P7/M1/15

P3/M2M3/20 P4/M4/20P4/M4/20

P9/M2/25P9/M2/25

P5/M3/20P5/M3/20 P6/M2/20P6/M2/20

P19/M1/20P19/M1/20 P20/M1M3/25

P14/M1M3/25 P15/M2/20P15/M2/20

P8/M1M3M4/30

P1/M1/15P1/M1/15 P2/M4/30P2/M4/30

Fig. 9 Process tree of product P: Product P is shown in figure, where each processing node represents one 
processing procedure, which can be divided into common procedure and multi-device procedure. For 
example, P1/M1/10 means that the procedure is named P1 and processed on device M1, which is a common 
procedure with a processing duration of 10; P2 / M1M2 /20, which means that the process name is P2, and 
it is a multi-device process, which needs to be processed on device M1 and M2 at the same time, and the 
processing time is 20

Fig. 10 Gantt Chart of Algorithm Scheduling Results in the Literature [13]: This figure shows the Gantt Chart 
of algorithm scheduling results in the literature [13]
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Table 1 The scheduling process of product P scheduled by the proposed algorithm

Device 
id

Exchange 
process

Each process scheduling time point in the current scheme Total 
time

M1 P23, P25 P28:0,P26:20,P23:60,P18:90,P13:115,P8:145,P6:175,P2:235,P27:20,P25:40,P
20:115,P14:175,P9:200,P21:55,P16:200,P10:245,P7:200,P3:225,P1:245,P17
:90,P11:190,P4:215,P24:35,P19:90,P15:145,P5:245,P22:215,P12:175

270

M1 P19, P20 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:95,P14:170,P9:195,P21:55,P16:195,P10:240,P7:195,P3:220,P1:240,P17:
90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:35,P19:120,P15:140,P5:240,P22:210,P12:170

265

M1 P20, P8 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:255,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:170,P14:195,P9:220,P21:55,P16:220,P10:265,P7:220,P3:245,P1:265,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:235,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:265,P22:235,P12:170

290

M1 P14, P8 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:160,P6:190,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:135,P9:160,P21:55,P16:190,P10:230,P7:190,P3:210,P1:230,P17
:90,P11:190,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:230,P22:205,P12:140

260

M1 P14, P7 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:185,P9:210,P21:55,P16:210,P10:255,P7:170,P3:235,P1:255,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:255,P22:210,P12:170

280

M1 P7, P22 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:235,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:195,P21:55,P16:195,P10:245,P7:210,P3:225,P1:245,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:245,P22:195,P12:170

270

M1 P22, P1 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:195,P21:55,P16:195,P10:240,P7:195,P3:220,P1:240,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:240,P22:255,P12:170

270

M2 P23, P17 P28:0,P26:20,P23:90,P18:120,P13:145,P8:185,P6:215,P2:275,P27:20,P25:120
,P20:160,P14:215,P9:240,P21:55,P16:240,P10:285,P7:240,P3:265,P1:285,P
17:70,P11:230,P4:255,P24:35,P19:140,P15:185,P5:285,P22:255,P12:215

310

M2 P17, P13 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:95,P8:145,P6:175,P2:235,P27:20,P25:70,P2
0:110,P14:175,P9:200,P21:55,P16:200,P10:245,P7:200,P3:225,P1:245,P17:
125,P11:190,P4:215,P24:35,P19:90,P15:145,P5:245,P22:215,P12:175

270

M2 P13, P15 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:155,P8:185,P6:215,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:135,P9:185,P21:55,P16:160,P10:255,P7:215,P3:235,P1:255,P17
:90,P11:125,P4:230,P24:35,P19:90,P15:135,P5:215,P22:230,P12:110

280

M2 P15, P6 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:210,P21:55,P16:195,P10:255,P7:195,P3:235,P1:255,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:190,P5:255,P22:210,P12:170

280

M2 P9, P6 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:220,P2:240,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:195,P21:55,P16:195,P10:260,P7:195,P3:240,P1:260,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:260,P22:210,P12:170

285

M2 P9, P3 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:235,P21:55,P16:195,P10:260,P7:195,P3:215,P1:235,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:235,P22:210,P12:170

285

M2 P3, P10 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:195,P21:55,P16:195,P10:220,P7:195,P3:245,P1:265,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:215,P22:210,P12:170

280

M3 P24, P21 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:195,P21:35,P16:195,P10:240,P7:195,P3:220,P1:240,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:50,P19:90,P15:140,P5:240,P22:210,P12:170

265

M3 P21, P18 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:130,P8:160,P6:190,P2:250,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:190,P9:195,P21:95,P16:135,P10:260,P7:215,P3:240,P1:260,P17
:110,P11:205,P4:230,P24:35,P19:90,P15:160,P5:215,P22:230,P12:190

285

M3 P18, P20 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:115,P13:140,P8:170,P6:200,P2:255,P27:20,P25:70,
P20:90,P14:140,P9:220,P21:55,P16:70,P10:110,P7:200,P3:245,P1:265,P17:
90,P11:215,P4:235,P24:35,P19:115,P15:170,P5:200,P22:215,P12:200

285

M3 P20, P8 same as M1 290

M3 P8, P14 same as M1 260

M3 P14, P16 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:250,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:190,P9:215,P21:55,P16:170,P10:260,P7:215,P3:240,P1:260,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:230,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:215,P22:230,P12:170

285
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6  Experimental
In order to verify the performance of the algorithm, a group of experiments are designed 
for comparison. The algorithm performance is affected by the structure of product pro-
cess tree, the number of processing equipment and the processing time. Therefore, the 
proposed algorithm is compared with the MISATPS algorithm [13] from the perspective 
of different scale parameters. First, each experiment will randomly generate 50 prod-
ucts. The parameters in the process tree are randomly generated. The parameters are: 
the structure of the process tree (including: the total number of layers of the process 
tree, the number of processes in each layer, the relationship between the front and back 
of the process), the processing time and equipment number of the process in the pro-
cess tree, and the total number of processing equipment of the process. Each group of 

Table 1 (continued)

Device 
id

Exchange 
process

Each process scheduling time point in the current scheme Total 
time

M3 P16, P3 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:230,P21:55,P16:230,P10:255,P7:195,P3:210,P1:230,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:250,P22:210,P12:170

280

M3 P3, P5 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:195,P21:55,P16:195,P10:255,P7:195,P3:235,P1:255,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:215,P22:210,P12:170

280

M3 P23, P25 same as M1 270

M4 P25, P17 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:155,P6:185,P2:245,P27:20,P25:90,P
20:130,P14:185,P9:210,P21:55,P16:210,P10:255,P7:210,P3:235,P1:255,P17
:70,P11:200,P4:225,P24:35,P19:110,P15:155,P5:255,P22:225,P12:185

280

M4 P17, P13 same as M2 270

M4 P8, P12 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:155,P6:185,P2:245,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:185,P9:210,P21:55,P16:210,P10:255,P7:210,P3:235,P1:255,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:225,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:255,P22:225,P12:140

280

M4 P12, P11 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:230,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:195,P21:55,P16:195,P10:240,P7:195,P3:220,P1:240,P17
:90,P11:170,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:240,P22:210,P12:190

265

M4 P11, P4 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:250,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:195,P21:55,P16:195,P10:240,P7:195,P3:220,P1:240,P17
:90,P11:230,P4:210,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:240,P22:210,P12:170

280

M4 P4, P2 P28:0,P26:20,P23:40,P18:70,P13:110,P8:140,P6:170,P2:205,P27:20,P25:70,P
20:110,P14:170,P9:195,P21:55,P16:195,P10:240,P7:195,P3:220,P1:240,P17
:90,P11:185,P4:235,P24:35,P19:90,P15:140,P5:240,P22:210,P12:170

265

Fig. 11 Gantt chart of scheduling results of the algorithm in this paper: This figure shows the Gantt chart of 
scheduling results of the algorithm in this paper
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experiments will randomly generate 50 products, because the product structure is ran-
dom, which can effectively prove the effectiveness of the algorithm in different cases. 
Five groups of experiments were designed as follows: Four groups of experiments were 
designed as follows: As shown in Fig. 12, the randomly generated data in Experiment 
1 were that the number of processes was less than 20, the total processing time of the 
workpiece was less than 50 and the number of devices is 3, 4 and 5 in Multi-Devices-
Process, respectively. As shown in Fig. 13, the randomly generated data in Experiment 
2 were that the number of processes was between 20 and 30, the total processing time 
of the workpiece was between 50 and 100 and the number of devices is 3, 4 and 5 in 
Multi-Devices-Process, respectively. As shown in Fig. 14, the randomly generated data 

Fig. 12 Experimental comparison diagram of experiment 1: The randomly generated data in Experiment 
1 were that the number of processes was less than 20, the total processing time of the workpiece was less 
than 50 and the number of devices is 2, 3 and 5 in Multi-Devices-Process, respectively, this figure shows the 
comparison of the total processing time of the proposed algorithm and reference [13] algorithm

Fig. 13 Experimental comparison diagram of experiment 2: The randomly generated data in Experiment 2 
were that the number of processes was between 20 and 30, the total processing time of the workpiece was 
between 50 and 100 and the number of devices is 2, 3 and 5 in Multi-Devices-Process, respectively, this figure 
shows the comparison of the total processing time of the proposed algorithm and reference [13] algorithm

Fig. 14 Experimental comparison diagram of experiment 3: The randomly generated data in Experiment 
3 were that the number of processes was between 30 and 50, the total processing time of the workpiece 
was between 100 and 200 and the number of devices is 2, 3 and 5 in Multi-Devices-Process, respectively, 
this figure shows the comparison of the total processing time of the proposed algorithm and reference [13] 
algorithm
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in Experiment 3 were that the number of processes was between 30 and 50, the total 
processing time of the workpiece was between 100 and 200 and the number of devices 
is 3, 4 and 5 in Multi-Devices-Process, respectively. As shown in Fig. 15, the randomly 
generated data in Experiment 4 were that the number of processes was between 50 and 
60, the total processing time of the workpiece was between 200 and 300 and the number 
of devices is 3, 4 and 5 in Multi-Devices-Process, respectively.

7  Results and discussion
Through the above experiments, it can be seen that when the number of randomly gen-
erated processes in the process tree is in the interval of (1, 20) (20, 30) (30, 50) and (50, 
60), the corresponding total processing time of all processes in the process tree is (0, 50), 
(50, 10), (100, 200) and (200, 300), under the above premise, when the number of device 
is 3, 4 and 5, The results show that the performance of the proposed algorithm is obvi-
ously better than that of MISATPS algorithm, and the proposed algorithm is an effective 
improvement on the basis of MISATPS algorithm.

8  Conclusion
Based on MDPISAWTSFPS algorithm, multi-device adjacent parallel process inter-
change strategy and multi-device adjacent parallel process interchange adjustment 
strategy are proposed. They improve the compactness of serial processes and the paral-
lelism of parallel processes, and optimize the scheduling results. It may be the next step 
to apply the proposed algorithm to different integrated scheduling fields, such as batch 
scheduling problem, distributed scheduling problem and flexible scheduling problem.
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